Introduction
In this paper we investigate metric affine and metric projective geometries induced by skew-symmetric forms. Usually, the corresponding geometries are called symplectic. We present axiom systems for the class of symplectic metric affine spaces and for the class of symplectic metric projective spaces. By Artin's results (cf. [1] ), which we generalize to spaces of arbitrary dimension (Thm. 0.6), if a "metric" space [metric affine of metric projective] is determined by a polarity, then this polarity must be defined by a form. Either a polarity has a non selfconjugate point, or all points are self conjugate, and then, in accordance, either such a form must be sesquilinear (hermitean), or skew-symmetric. The geometry associated with sesquilinear (especially with bilinear symmetric forms) is very well known; both from analytical point of view, and from the standpoint of Foundations. At the same time foundations of geometries induced by skew-symmetric forms are rather postponed and very few intuitions concerning this geometry can be get from the mathematical folklor. The aim of our paper is to make an attempt to built foundations of symplectic geometry.
The results we obtain generalize papers [3] and [4] to structures with orthogonality (polarity) determined by skew-symmetric forms. In particular it follows from this that a symplectic orthogonality determines a form inducing this orthogonality up to proportionality.
Basic notions and algebraic preliminaries
1. Affine and projective spaces Let 3" = (F; +, •, 0,1) be a skew field (i.e. not necessarily commutative filed) and V = (V; -f, 6, •) be a left vector space over J. For every left vector 296 M. Muzalewski and K. Prazmowski space V we denote by V* the dual vector space over 5°, where 5° is the skew field opposite to 3".
For X C V let (X) be the linear subspace of V spanned by X. Let V be the set of all subspaces of V. Note that U\ + U2 = {U\ U U2) for all
UuU2e
V. We set
In the set V we define the relation of parallelity of vectors as follows:
Let us denote
n(v):= iy\ ||).
The affine space over V is the structure
where ||C V 4 and
It is known that for every u G V the structures II(V) and (V; ||,u) are definitionally equivalent. The class of all structures A(V) with dimV > 2 and arbitrary J is axiomatizable (cf. [5] , [6] 
By the projective space with collinearity over V we understand the structure P(V) = (Wi(V);L). If dim V < oo, then P(V) and the structure
are definitional^ equivalent; therefore we shall also frequently refer to H(V) as a projective space. If n is onto (i.e. it is an isomporphism) and A is a 1-1 /x-semilinear map, then the following hold:
Collineations between projective spaces
If/i is a field isomorphism, Ai, A2 are 1-1 /z-semilinear maps, and (Ai) = (A2), then there exists a in fo such that
for every vector u. Given two projective spaces P(Vi) and P(V2), by a collineation ip : 
Proof. This is based completely on Artin's idea. We choose a basis : £ < rj) of Vi, notice that ip preserves linear dependence, and choose for £ < r) a vector A'^ with (4) = WWe modify the system {A^} in such a way that 
U E WI(VI), so V = (A). •
For the detailed proof see [7] .
Let us consider the following condition:
is a strong collineation iff tj) is 1-1 and satisfies (Coll 2 =») and StrColl 2 . 
Such a relation is called the orthogonality relation determined by
For every U G V we set
By a correlation between P(VI) and P(V2) we understand any transformation x mapping 7ii(Vi) into Ti l (V2) and satisfying
for all n > 1.
Analogously by a dual correlation between P(VI) and P(V2) we mean any transformation x : 7i 1 (Vi) -• 7ii(V 2 ) satisfying the condition
for all n > 1 (note, that between above need not to be symmetric).
In analogy to the previous section, in the class of all correlations we distinguish subclasses of strong correlations.
A correlation x is strong if it satisfies
A dual correlation x is strong if it satisfies 2 (u,v) for all u G Vi,v G V2.
Proof. With every form we can correlate a /¿-semilinear transformation A, -: V -> V* defined by A,(u)(v) =
v) and the strong correlation "cWiOO-iWHv), (tt) x< = {v G V : A,(ti)(u) = 0} = {u £ V : it) = 0}.
The condition JL^1=JL^2 implies x\ = x 2 and thus i\)X\ = 7x2. Every two forms inducing 7*1 must be proportional, thus Aj = aA2 for some a / 0 i.e. £1 = a£2 as required.
•
In the sequel we shall consider more special forms, namely we will concerned with geometric forms. A sesquilinear form £ :
In terms of the orthogonality relation this condition is equivalent to the symmetry of the relation JL^.
Metric affine spaces and symplectic geometry By a metric affine space we understand any structure 97T = (5;||,JL) such that 
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Let be a fixed metric vector space; for every U € V we consider
Proof, (i) By VI we infer that it Then the structure (V; +,0, ||, JL^,) is a metric affine space.
P r o o f -a straightforward calculation.
• Let now 9T be a symplectic metric vector space. The associated correla-, tion fx. is a null-correlation, i.e. U C for every U € Hi(V) (cf. [1] , [2] ). In the sequel we shall follow Artin's idea of defining correlations.
A strong correlation x between P(V) and P(V) is called a null correlation iff U C U* for every U G 7ii(V). From Theorem 0.7 we obtain the following In virtue of Theorem 1.6 the system of axioms A1-A7. 01-06, OS can be considered as an axiom system of dimension-free symplectic (affine) geometry.
Notice that the "metric" axiom OS implies that every symplectic space must be Pappian. It is an essential distinction between the symplectic geometry and the geometry induced by symmetric forms. In the case of second geometry one must add an extra assumption to obtain Pappian spaces and usually to this aim the theorem on three perpendiculars is considered.
Metric projective symplectic geometry
In accordance with the usual (common) definition by a metric projective space we understand a projective space equipped with some fixed correlation. Such a space is called symplectic iff the associated correlation is a null correlation.
To avoid some complications concerning infinite dimension, instead of a correlation x we shall use a conjugacy relation u> defined by the condition P3 (3a, b, c, d){Vp)[-iL(abp) V ->L(cdp)],  P4 (Va, 6, c,p, g)(3x)[->L(a6c) A L(abp) A L(bcq) => L(pqx) A L(acx)],  P5 (Va, 6, wc, d,p, g, r) 
